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What is it like to be colour-blind? 
 
 

 

 

1. Fill it in!  

Complete the sentences.  

clash optician’s vision deficiency Sheffield United 

frustrating kit graphs  aware 

a. If you have a problem with your eyes, you can go to the       optician’s      . 

b. Each football team wears a different                                                     . 

c. When a situation is                                                     , you feel annoyed by it. 

d. Another way to say colour blindness is colour                                                     . 

e. A colour                                                      is when two colours look wrong together. 

f. Chelsea and                                                      are two English football teams. 

g. Charts,                                                      and pie charts are types of pictures that show us information. 

h. If you are                                                      of a problem, you know that it exists. 
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2. Choose the answer!  

Watch the video. Underline the correct answer.  

a. Marcus says that if you’re colour-blind ... 

 
certain colours look the same. 
you can see all the colours except orange. 
you can’t see any colours. 

b. Marcus says it’s easier if ... 

 
he colours with pencils, not pens. 
his coloured pens have labels. 
his sister helps him with colouring. 

c. In the UK, about                      people have some form of colour blindness. 

 
3,000 
1,000,000 
3,000,000 

d. Marcus found out that he had a problem with colours when he was … 

 
at school. 
colouring a picture. 
playing football. 

e. When Marcus went to the optician’s, he found out that he ... 

 
needed glasses. 
was colour-blind. 
wasn’t allowed to play football. 

f. Marcus likes ... 

 
playing football. 
watching football. 
playing and watching football. 

g. Marcus was annoyed in the Chelsea versus Sheffield United football match because … 

 
he couldn’t see the difference between the teams. 
his favourite team lost. 
it was a really bad match. 
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3. What’s the order?  

Watch the video. Put the words in the correct order.   

a. between I can’t the difference tell certain colours.  

  I can’t tell the difference between certain colours.                           

b. the same, to follow the game. it’s hard If the kits look 

                                                                                                                                                                                                           

c. it can of different ways. In school in lots affect me  

                                                                                                                                                                                                           

d. Lots colour.  are presented of things in  

                                                                                                                                                                                                           

e. this is aren’t a problem. aware that Some teachers 

                                                                                                                                                                                                           

f. they have been In my helpful. school very 

                                                                                                                                                                                                           
 
 

 

 

4. Write and draw!  

What other things may be difficult for people with colour blindness? Draw a 
picture and write about them. 
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